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making love introduces shame at having lost her virginity as another
strand to her suffering. Her decline from rosy-cheeked happiness to
straitjacketed lunacy in a padded cell is devastating. Richard Briers
rescues Polonius from the doddery caricature of the Olivier and Zeffirelli
films; instead we see a ruthless apparatchik and flawed father, with a
taste for young whores. Add a sensitive Laertes from Michael Maloney
and Branagh succeeds where briefer adaptations fail, by stressing that
Hamlet involves the destruction of two families.
If only these engrossing performances did not have to fight against
star cameos. ‘Oh, look!’ you think, here’s Jack Lemmon as Marcellus, and
Gérard Depardieu as Polonius’s spy, Reynaldo, and Charlton Heston as
the Player King and Billy Crystal as a Brooklyn-accented grave-digger and
Robin Williams as a cartoonish Osric. None lingers long enough to make
you forget their stardom and accept their character.
Hamlet is equally hampered by hit-and-miss direction. A thoroughly
unnerving ‘Get thee to a nunnery’ scene and a riveting ‘Mousetrap’, with
the hall converted into a vertiginously raked auditorium, are superb. Yet
we must endure a sub-Hammer Horror encounter with the Ghost (Brian
Blessed), complete with laughable mini-earthquake, and Branagh crosscuts awkwardly between the fencing match and an SAS-style assault by
Fortinbras’s army that is the definition of action for action’s sake. Across
four hours, then, Hamlet grips and infuriates, sometimes from one scene
to the next.
Though it won five Academy Award nominations, grosses of $4.7m in
America and about $1m in Britain suggested audiences were deterred by
mixed reviews and, especially, the running time, which so worried Branagh’s
backers, Castle Rock Entertainment, that his contract obliged him to deliver
a two-and-a-half-hour edit, which was released in several territories.
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Hamlet
US, 2000 – 111 mins
Michael Almereyda
After Romeo + Juliet (1996) established a precedent for original-text
Shakespeare in contemporary America, Michael Almereyda moved
Hamlet to present-day Manhattan, the setting for his low-budget
features Another Girl, Another Planet (1992) and Nadja (1994).
Denmark becomes the Denmark Corporation, a vaguely defined
multinational, headquartered in the high-rise Elsinore Hotel, Times
Square, and as Kyle MacLachlan’s power-suited Claudius succeeds his

Dir/Scr: Kenneth Branagh; Prod: David Barron; DOP: Alex Thomson; Editor: Neil Farrell;
Score: Patrick Doyle; Main Cast: Kenneth Branagh (Hamlet), Julie Christie (Gertrude), Derek
Jacobi (Claudius), Kate Winslet (Ophelia), Richard Briers (Polonius), Michael Maloney
(Laertes), Nicholas Farrell (Horatio).

‘To be, or not to be . . .’ – Ethan Hawke’s Blockbuster Video soliloquy in Michael
Almereyda’s Hamlet
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murdered older brother as CEO and uses public relations to conceal
corruption, ruthless commercial values sustain Almereyda’s United States
of Denmark. ‘Global corporate power,’ wrote Almereyda in his Preface
to the published screenplay, ‘is as smoothly treacherous and absolute as
anything going on in a well-oiled feudal kingdom.’
His setting was inspired by The Bad Sleep Well (p. 27) and Hamlet
Goes Business (p. 38) and Hamlet’s meeting in a bar with Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern and the shooting of Polonius are closely modelled
on the equivalent scenes in the latter. Where Aki Kaurismäki mocked
the play with banal dialogue and drab mise en scène, Almereyda
retains Shakespeare’s verse (heavily and skilfully edited), and finds
visual poetry in chrome and glass skyscrapers, or the sleek interiors of
Gideon Ponte’s production design, dominated by shades of blue, red
and green.
With Carter Burwell supplying moody electronic and orchestral
themes, Almereyda roams effectively around the city, using a
supermarket, a laundromat, JFK Airport and the coiled walkways of the
Guggenheim Museum. He sacrifices the sense of imprisonment created
in other screen Hamlets (notably Olivier’s and Kozintsev’s), demonstrating
instead how an individual, regardless of class and wealth, might feel as
trapped by a metropolis as by castle walls. Such loneliness and alienation
were stock-in-trade qualities for Ethan Hawke, whose self-pitying
‘slacker’ in Reality Bites (1994) and introspective student in Before
Sunrise (1995) both share some of Hamlet’s traits.
Aged twenty-nine, and convinced, he wrote, that ‘Hamlet was
always much more Kurt Cobain than Sir Laurence Olivier’, Hawke is
the ‘grunge’ prince: a poor little rich kid wearing a goatee and a
wool hat, using his trust fund to make experimental digital films
(including the ‘Mousetrap’ as a hilarious short privately screened for
Claudius and Gertrude). He is slightly obnoxious, fatally missing the
character’s great wit and mumbling infuriatingly, even during ‘To be,
or not to be’, ironically delivered in the ‘Action’ aisle of a Blockbuster
Video store.
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As well as introducing so many film-making references that some
academics have interpreted this adaptation in part as autobiographical
metaphor (Hamlet/Almereyda the indie film-maker bravely takes on the
all-powerful Denmark/Hollywood system), Almereyda uses Hamlet’s
eavesdropping and covert missives to comment on twenty-first-century
media saturation, placing gadgetry in virtually every scene: fax machines,
phones, answerphones, TV screens. Hamlet delivers one speech via his
laptop; CCTV provides our first glimpse of the Ghost (a stern Sam
Shepard as a tactile spirit in the mould of 1990’s Truly, Madly, Deeply
(1990) mould); Ophelia wears a wire-tap for the ‘Get thee to a nunnery’
scene and the film ends, like Romeo + Juliet, on a TV newscaster, who
introduces Fortinbras as Denmark Corp.’s new boss.
All these transpositions are effective, and around Hawke’s dull centre
revolve strong performances from Diane Venora, evoking her Lady
Capulet in Romeo + Juliet as a sensual, disarmingly contented Gertrude
(as in Olivier, she knowingly drinks the poison), Liev Schreiber, a
commanding Laertes, and Bill Murray, whose middle-aged Polonius is
part buffoon, part concerned father. Completing her Shakespearean hattrick, as Ophelia Julia Stiles is more mannered than in 10 Things I Hate
about You (p. 241) or O (p. 180).
Yet all too often one is distracted by glaring incongruity in the
language or action. ‘Watching the movie requires a certain suspension of
disbelief,’ the director acknowledged, hoping we would ‘forgive words
that don’t seem right’, yet that is impossible when, for example, Hamlet’s
pals Marcella and Bernardo address him as ‘My Lord’, not in ironic fratboy endearment, but in earnest. When we are asked to accept that
Hamlet and Laertes are both accomplished fencers for the climactic
rooftop confrontation, much of the story’s hard-won credibility evaporates.
Almereyda recalled how language problems contributed to his film
earning the second-worst test preview scores in Miramax history (it
eventually limped to a US gross of $1.5m, and took $130,000 in Britain)
and concludes his Preface by calling this ‘a collage, a patchwork of
intuitions, images and ideas’. Judged against his own metaphor, some
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components blend to give the impression of a coherent whole, others
come disastrously unstuck.
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The Banquet (Ye Yan)
China/Hong Kong, 2006 – 129 mins
Feng Xiaogang

Dir/Scr: Michael Almereyda; Prods: Andrew Fierberg, Amy Hobby; DOP: John De Borman;
Editor: Kristina Boden; Score: Carter Burwell; Main Cast: Ethan Hawke (Hamlet), Diane
Venora (Gertrude), Kyle MacLachlan (Claudius), Julia Stiles (Ophelia), Bill Murray (Polonius),
Liev Schreiber (Laertes), Karl Geary (Horatio).

The Banquet clothes the skeleton of Hamlet with the intrigues, doomed
romance and gravity-defying wuxia action of Zhang Yimou’s Hero (2002)
and House of Flying Daggers (2004). In a nameless Chinese kingdom in
AD 904, Crown Prince Wu Luan (solemnly played by Daniel Wu) loves
Wan (Zhang Ziyi), but heads south when his father claims her as
Empress, losing himself in music and dance (equivalent to Hamlet’s
studies at Wittenberg). Three years later, his uncle, Li, murders the
Emperor and usurps the throne. His black-masked warriors massacre Wu
Luan’s fellow singer–dancers at a woodland bamboo theatre; forewarned
by Wan, the Prince escapes and returns to the palace. Silent communion
with his father’s helmet motivates revenge frustrated less by Hamletesque hesitation than the sexual and political desires of others; in this
ensemble-oriented adaptation, all six Hamlet-derived characters make
life-or-death decisions.
Li craves Wan’s ‘rare beauty’ more than empire. She agrees to marry
him partly because Li is a greater lover than his brother and to protect
Wu Luan, whom she still loves. The Prince mistrusts her remarriage (‘Did I
come back to grieve for my father or to congratulate my stepmother?’,
he asks, in one of the few lines paraphrased from Hamlet) and now loves
and is adored by Qing (Ophelia), a demure palace attendant whose
brother is General Yin Sun (Laertes). Their father is the bearded,
sagacious Minister Yin (Polonius), although the Emperor relies more
heavily on astrological counsel from his Lord Chamberlain (Zhou
Zhonghe).
At the Empress’s coronation, Wu Luan leads a mimed re-enactment
of his father’s murder, his performance skills neatly obviating Hamlet’s
travelling players. After applauding ironically, Li sends the Prince on a
diplomatic mission that is really a death-trap, from which Yin Sun saves
him. He returns for a banquet that becomes a Jacobean bloodbath.

